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Maze Solving for Beginners

Executive Summary

Introduction

We all enjoy sitting around and playing brain games from time to time.  Games like Sudoku,

crossword puzzles, and concentration can give us the mental breaks that we need.  One of the

most popular brain games is the maze. A maze can be defined as a network of paths designed as

a puzzle in which one must find a way, typically from an entrance to a goal. There are two types

of mazes which are multicursal and unicursal.  Multicursal mazes refer to those that contain

multiple paths to the center and the outside through which the solver must find a route.

Unicursal mazes, also referred to as labyrinths, are those that will contain a non-branching

singular path which will ultimately lead to the center.  The term "labyrinth" is generally

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Labyrinth


synonymous with "maze", but can also imply specifically a unicursal pattern. The pathways and

walls in a maze are typically fixed, but puzzles in which the walls and paths can change during

the game are also categorized as mazes or tour puzzles.

Problem Statement

Maze solving is the act of finding a route through the maze from the start to finish. There are

several methods that can be used to solve mazes.  Certain methods are designed to be used inside

the maze by a traveler with no prior knowledge of the maze. Others are designed to be used by a

person or computer program that can see the whole maze at once.  Each methodology can be

used on different types of mazes, but there is no guarantee that they will work.  In this project,

we seek to use Starlogo Nova to create a maze solving algorithm that is able to combine multiple

maze solving methodologies to solve any maze or labyrinth encountered.

Computational Model

● Selection - Methods evaluated were the Wall Follower Method; the Trémaux Method;

and the Bread Crumb. We determined that a Wall Follower algorithm would be best

suited for our project.

● Modification - We were able to meet with somebody who had worked on maze codes in

the past and were able to get inspiration from his code to use in ours.

● Visualization - This maze we selected is a decent sized maze and didn’t really expect too

much.



● Limitations - Some of the limitations we were expecting was for turtles to complete the

maze without using any arrow keys, or a keybind to move the turtle..

Problem Solving : The Finished Maze Search Program

To make it easier for us we assumed that our maze was divided up into “squares.” Each square of

the maze was either open or occupied by a section of wall. The turtle could only pass through the

open squares of the maze. If the turtle bumped into a wall it must try a different direction. The

turtle would need to require a systematic procedure to find its way out of the maze

Starlogo Nova - Maze Pencil coding



Starlogo Nova - Traveling Turtle coding



Starlogo Nova - Breadcrumb Turtle coding

Conclusions

Results - The algorithm performed as expected. The turtles were able to successfully navigate the

maze.

Future Work - Our future work is to implement the algorithm on a much larger maze which

requires more complex coding. We will most likely use a five-by-five maze. We are excited to

make people who do not understand mazes more able to solve them.
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